International Union of Crystallography


Union Office, Change of Address

The Union Office, incorporating the Union secretariat and the technical editing office, has now moved to 5 Abbey Square, Chester CH 1 2HU, England. All correspondence for the Executive Secretary and the Technical Editor should be sent to this address. The telephone number (Chester 42878), the cable address (Unicrystal) and the telex address (667325 COMCAB G, attention Unicrystal) remain unchanged.


Copying Fees and Copyright Law

In response to the rapid increase in the extent of photocopying during the past two decades, copyright laws in several countries have been, or are being, revised to clarify the conditions of ‘fair-use’ copying (see the statement on the inside front cover of this journal). The property rights of copyright owners have at the same time been reaffirmed: these rights include authorization for reproducing the article, apart from ‘fair use’, and for setting photocopying fees. Permission for libraries and other organizations to copy articles, and a simple mechanism by which payments for photocopying in excess of ‘fair use’ are distributed to the publishers, may both be arranged through a central non-profit agency such as has already been established in one country. It is expected that other countries will set up agencies similar to the Copyright Clearance Center at 310 Madison Avenue, New York 10017, USA.

Book Reviews

Works intended for notice in this column should be sent direct to the Book-Review Editor (J. H. Robertson, School of Chemistry, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, England). As far as practicable books will be reviewed in a country different from that of publication.
